Focusing On What Matters Most
FROM A LOCAL COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST

Guardian Personal Home Safety System

Your Key To Independence
We understand how important maintaining an independent lifestyle is to you. With a personal home safety system, enjoy peace of mind, knowing that help is just seconds away.

$29.95 per month monitoring fee
- Wristband or Pendant that allows for mobility
- Base Station with a high-volume speakerphone

SKT When You Can’t Be There To Protect Your Home—We Are Customized Security Solutions For Every Need

Residential
Home Security Monitoring $29.95 monthly
Surveillance (Website Access) $19.95 monthly
Total Connect (Security System Remote Access) $19.95 monthly
Enhanced Security Bundle (Home Security Monitoring, Surveillance, and Total Connect) $54.95 monthly

Business
Business Security Monitoring $39.95 monthly
Surveillance (Website Access) $29.95 monthly
Total Connect (Security System Remote Access) $29.95 monthly
Enhanced Security Bundle (Business Security Monitoring, Surveillance, and Total Connect) $74.95 monthly

Ask for details about the many security products we install:
- Fire Detection
- Carbon Monoxide Detection
- Wireless Key Fobs
- LYNX Touch Systems
- Freezer/Sump Pump Monitoring
- Temperature Monitoring
- Livestock/Pet Surveillance

24/7 Monitoring — Peace of mind comes from knowing that your family and your business are safe. That assurance comes from monitored security systems by SKT. No matter which system you choose, it will be monitored by our UL approved monitoring station.

Call SKT for a FREE Consultation and Quote
620.584.2255 or 888.758.8976

SKT Security

SECURE VIDEO NOTIFICATION AND REMOTE LOOK-IN SERVICES FOR YOUR HOME

Austin Wood
Security Consultant
620.545.5009
620.584.2255
888.758.8976

A fall or injury can occur at any time in your home or yard. Be prepared with a personal emergency response system.
Video on the Go

View the Information You Want Wherever You Are

Notification and Remote Look-in Services

Picture The Possibilities...
Receive the up-to-date information you need in real-time whenever you want, wherever you are. You can:

- Check up on children when they arrive home from school, babysitters, elderly relatives, pets, housekeepers, contractors, and more
- Keep an eye on your home from any remote location
- Monitor vulnerable spots like entrances, patios, pools, driveways, and sheds
- View multiple locations from one account – great for real estate investments or vacation homes
- Free apps available for iPhone®, iPad®, iPod® touch, BlackBerry®, and Android™
- Control pan and tilt cameras with a simple up, down, or diagonal swipe of the finger across Apple iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch devices

Event-Driven Notification
Specify the exact type of events you want to be notified of and receive video alerts in real-time.

Video Capture
Record and store video clips, take snapshots, or have pictures e-mailed to you upon an event.

Mobile
Total Connect Video Services let you view video and images over compatible mobile devices.

See What You Want To See!
Choose the events you want to be notified of, and when they occur, we’ll let you know in real-time.

For example, you may want to see exactly when your child arrives home from school, when a delivery arrives, or when your business opens in the morning.

The possibilities are endless!

Call SKT 620.584.2255 or 888.758.8976 for details

Indoor and outdoor cameras available.